New York City's fast-growing tech sector has become the city's most consistent source of new middle- and high-wage jobs. But even as demand for tech talent surges, New Yorkers of color remain strikingly underrepresented among the city's tech workforce. As city leaders consider options for expanding access to the well-paying jobs powering the city's economic future, there is no institution better positioned to accelerate these efforts than the City University of New York (CUNY).

Although the city is home to a number of well-regarded nonprofit tech training programs, only CUNY has the capacity to help New Yorkers from underrepresented populations prepare for technology careers at scale. Training providers such as Per Scholas, Pursuit, and The Knowledge House serve anywhere from a few dozen to a few hundred New Yorkers each year—meeting only a fraction of the opportunity that exists today to expand access to the tech sector. By comparison, CUNY graduates more than 9,000 students annually with science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) degrees, including nearly 4,000 students with technology degrees. Among all CUNY students enrolled in STEM programs, approximately half are Black and/or Hispanic, and roughly 71 percent of all CUNY students come from households earning less than $40,000 per year.

Unfortunately, New York has only begun to harness CUNY's remarkable potential to serve as the city's largest and most
equitable springboard into technology careers.

Today, most tech companies in the city employ few if any CUNY grads. An analysis of data from the social networking site LinkedIn shows that fewer than 0.3 percent of the employees of the city’s largest technology firms are affiliated with CUNY—a smaller share than other New York colleges including Columbia and NYU, and other public universities such as the University of Washington and the University of Texas at Austin.3 At the same time, only a handful of tech companies actively recruit for entry-level positions from CUNY campuses. And although CUNY produces more undergraduate students with computer science degrees than any other university in New York City, they find themselves in fierce competition for a limited supply of internships. Just 10 percent of all CUNY students report participating in a paid internship during their college careers—an especially serious problem among graduates interested in entering the tech sector, where internships are considered vital on-ramps to full-time technology jobs.4

While New York City has launched some successful programs that have helped grow the number of CUNY graduates in computer science and related fields, these initiatives still serve only a fraction of the students who could benefit from them. For example, the CUNY Tech Prep program serves just 170 students each year. The $20 million CUNY 2X Tech initiative has only reached 7 of 25 colleges, with no community colleges served to date. And while CUNY students who participate in the city’s Tech Talent Pipeline (TTP) Residency internship program are more than three times as likely to secure a full-time job after graduation compared to their peers, the program has only served about 750 students over the past five years. Compounding these capacity challenges, our research finds that most CUNY colleges have no more than two or three career counselors per 10,000 students.6

By strengthening CUNY’s role as a springboard into tech careers, Mayor Eric Adams and the New York City Council can significantly expand access to the well-paying jobs driving the city’s economic recovery— and lay the foundation for a more equitable economy in the future.

This report provides analysis about what more is needed—from CUNY, from the city’s tech employers, and from city and state policymakers—to expand access to technology careers for CUNY students. Made possible with support from Amazon, the report builds on CUF’s long track record of research around opportunities to expand access to tech careers, from the first study to map the city’s tech training and education ecosystem to several data briefs about the need to upskill New York’s workforce in anticipation of a more automated economy. CUF has also published several studies about CUNY, including a 2021 report that detailed CUNY’s vital role as a springboard to the middle class.

This new report details the barriers that prevented larger numbers of CUNY graduates from breaking into the technology sector, showcases programs at CUNY and elsewhere that are working, and advances more than a dozen achievable policy recommendations to ensure that far more CUNY graduates are able to access well-paying tech careers. The study was informed by extensive data analysis and draws on more than 75 interviews with CUNY officials—including college presidents, administrators, faculty, and career advisors—as well as decisionmakers from technology companies, including HR officials and company executives; leaders of nonprofits focused on expanding pathways into the tech sector; and more than 20 current and former CUNY students pursuing technology careers.

Over the past two decades, New York City’s tech sector has become arguably the city’s most reliable source of new, well-paying jobs—and continues to drive job growth during the pandemic. Since 2010, the city’s tech sector has added 113,900 jobs, a growth rate of 142 percent, accounting for a remarkable 17 percent of the city’s entire private sector job growth during this period. Even as the city’s economy plunged following the onset of the pandemic in early 2020, the city’s tech firms continued hiring. While most other parts of the city’s economy have yet to rebound to their pre-pandemic employment levels, employment in the city’s tech sector is up 17.5 percent since 2019, outpacing all other industries.7
More New Yorkers Are Earning STEM Degrees From CUNY Than Ever Before
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Source: Center for an Urban Future analysis of data from the CUNY Office of Institutional Research and Assessment.

NYC’s Tech Sector Driving the Creation of Middle- and High Wage Jobs
Number of jobs created between 2010 and 2021
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Source: Center for an Urban Future analysis of data from the Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages, 2010 to December 2021.
But while jobs in technology represent a large and growing opportunity for New Yorkers, the city’s tech sector still falls far short of reflecting the diversity of the city. Black and Hispanic New Yorkers make up 43 percent of the city’s overall workforce, but account for just 20.8 percent of those employed in the tech sector.

If city leaders are to succeed in tackling these disparities—and building stronger and more equitable pathways into the city’s roaring tech economy—then CUNY will have to be a centerpiece of the strategy. As just one example of the university’s potential, CUNY colleges graduated more Black and Hispanic students with technology degrees in 2019 (1,741) than Columbia University granted total undergraduate degrees in 2021 (1,044).

The problem is that while the number of CUNY students earning technology degrees has surged over the past decade—from 1,597 in 2010 to 3,907 in 2019, a 145 percent increase—graduates are still struggling to get hired and advance into the sector’s well-paying career paths.

“Our campus looks like the future of [the tech sector’s] workforce and its customers,” says Thomas Isekenegbe, president of Bronx Community College. “But our students are not well represented in New York’s tech companies today.”

Leaders across the CUNY system express a similar sentiment: too few CUNY graduates are securing jobs in the city’s high-flying tech sector after graduation, even as a growing number of students are pursuing technology degrees and credentials.

“The technology sector needs to recognize that there’s a goldmine in these campuses,” says Vince Boudreau, president of City College. “But it takes getting in the door. If employers are window-shopping for students, they often walk past our window.”

Indeed, the Center for an Urban Future’s analysis of publicly available data on employment and earnings reveals that computer science and other technology degrees are not always translating into career success for many CUNY graduates. In many cases, CUNY graduates are securing jobs in lower paying positions like technical support or software quality assurance—rather than software engineering—which leads to striking earnings disparities. For instance, the median CUNY graduate with a bachelor’s degree in computer science earned just $45,834 one year after graduation—31 percent less than the $66,240 earned by the average entry-level worker in a computer occupation in New York City. Five years after graduation, the earnings gap is even wider, with the median CUNY computer science graduate earning $69,849—37 percent less than the $111,130 median wage for all computer occupations workers in NYC.

Source: Analysis of self-reported university affiliations for all employees at Amazon, Apple, Google, Meta, and Netflix with active LinkedIn profiles.
In other cases, CUNY graduates are struggling to break into the tech sector in the first place. According to CUF’s analysis of data from labor market analytics firm Lightcast, only 50 percent of all CUNY computer science graduates from 2017 to 2021 were employed within their field of study one year after graduation. CUF’s analysis of data from the U.S. Census Bureau shows that about one in seven—or 13.9 percent of—CUNY computer science graduates is working in the retail or food service industries one year after graduation. Among community college graduates with computer science degrees, the share in retail or food service is 15.2 percent. At City Tech, it’s 18.1 percent. By comparison, just 16.7 percent of City Tech’s computer science graduates are working in professional, scientific, and technical services occupations. 

Despite these challenges, some large tech companies, including Amazon and Google, have taken significant steps to recruit
from and partner with CUNY in recent years, leading to an increase in the number of CUNY students landing internships and jobs. In March 2022, Amazon and CUNY announced a partnership as part of CUNY’s Career Success Initiative, which helps New Yorkers launch and grow careers in partnership with employers. Amazon provides tuition for hourly employees to pursue degrees at eight CUNY colleges. Google, likewise, has developed new programs together with CUNY, including recruiting from CUNY colleges, partnering with Borough of Manhattan Community College to train tech apprentices, and investing in career readiness training.

“We have thousands and thousands of entry-level tech jobs and I anticipate that growing,” says Derrick Bates, early career recruiting leader for Amazon Web Services. “When I look at the 25 CUNY schools, I see such an opportunity to expand on. Corralling the schools is hard. But with a central point of contact, we could build something really dynamic here.”

These initiatives, however, are still the exception rather than the norm among tech firms in New York City. Across interviews with more than a dozen tech sector leaders familiar with their employees’ educational backgrounds—including startup founders and CEOs, software engineers at large and mid-sized tech firms, campus recruiters for tech giants, and hiring managers representing a wide range of companies with tech-talent needs—most reported having no CUNY graduates currently employed in tech roles or could only identify one or two. Even at companies that are focused on diversity and inclusion, or that have expanded hiring of candidates from non-traditional backgrounds, CUNY graduates are underrepresented in their ranks when compared to students from other public colleges or private universities.

“There are two CUNY graduates working at our company last time I checked—I’m one of them, the other was a person I recommended,” says a software developer in the New York City office of a global tech company, who requested anonymity in order to speak candidly. “I’m the only one,” says another CUNY graduate working as an engineer for a mid-sized tech company headquartered in New York City. Interviews suggest it’s the same at companies that began as startups in New York City during the past two decades and have since expanded. “We haven’t made a single new grad offer to anyone coming in from CUNY,” says an engineering director at one such mid-sized firm.

**Obstacles to Unlocking CUNY’s Full Potential as a Springboard into Tech Careers**

Even after a decade of steady progress, several challenges prevent CUNY from achieving its full potential as a launchpad into tech careers. Although New York City has launched several new initiatives in recent years designed to strengthen CUNY’s role as an incubator of tech talent, these programs are still operating at too small a scale. Insufficient investment in career services means that few students have support navigating the job market and connecting with potential employers in advance of graduation. Far too few CUNY students are obtaining paid internships, seriously limiting employment prospects after earning a degree. Meanwhile, employers struggle to find a clear entry point into the CUNY system, driving all but the most well-resourced and determined to seek out partnerships elsewhere.

**PROMISING CITY-FUNDED INITIATIVES ARE STILL TOO SMALL-SCALE.**

In recent years, New York City has made important new investments intended to boost the number of CUNY students earning technology degrees and help more students break into tech sector careers. This report finds that these efforts are showing results but remain too small scale and still serve just a fraction of the students who could benefit from them.

For instance, beginning in 2017, the city invested $20 million in CUNY 2X Tech, an effort to double the number of CUNY students graduating with tech-related degrees by 2022 while expanding access to industry-informed instruction and advising. But while the program has succeeded in boosting the number of technology graduates, our analysis of data on the initial five years of the program finds significant room to grow.

As of 2022, CUNY 2X Tech has only reached 7 of 25 CUNY colleges; the list includes no community colleges and leaves out City Tech, the college with the largest number of technology students in the system. In total, CUNY 2X Tech is providing
enhanced programs to just 4,962 out of more than 23,000 technology majors across the university—approximately 21 percent.

Other crucial CUNY programs are significantly smaller in scale. The well-regarded CUNY Tech Prep program is opening doors to tech careers, with 75 percent of program participants landing a job or internship within five months of completing the program. But it serves just 170 students annually—less than 1 percent of all CUNY students pursuing technology degrees. Likewise, while students who go through the city’s Tech Talent Pipeline Residency internship program are more than three times as likely to land a job when they graduate compared to their peers, the program’s capacity has been limited to just 150 students per year across three colleges. Additionally, students who take a course taught by an industry professional through the Tech-in-Residence Corps are more than two times as likely to land a job when they graduate compared to their peers, but this program reaches only about 500 students per semester.

MORE INVESTMENT IS NEEDED TO EXPAND AND STRENGTHEN CAREER SERVICES AND BUILD RELATIONSHIPS WITH THE TECH SECTOR.

Across interviews with professors, career advisors, and administrative leaders on multiple CUNY campuses, our research finds that a ratio of 2 to 3 career services counselors per 10,000 students is common. City Tech has just three career advisors serving approximately 17,000 students, each with office hours just two days per week.

This leaves CUNY woefully understaffed for the level of career counseling and employer engagement that could significantly expand work-based learning opportunities and improve post-graduation employment outcomes.

Perhaps because of this staffing shortfall—as well as a lack of career support tailored to technology and other in-demand fields—few students are taking advantage of resources that are available. Only about 25 percent of students make use of existing career services during their college careers, according to current and former CUNY faculty and administration officials and survey data, and they tend to be students who are already among the top performers.

“CUNY says it cares about career services, but it doesn’t sufficiently fund it,” says one senior university official who requested anonymity. “There is not an adequate investment in work-based learning, internships, and the business development roles focused on building and managing employer partnerships. And faculty just don’t have time to take this on independently.”

FAR TOO FEW CUNY STUDENTS ARE ABLE TO ACCESS PAID INTERNSHIPS, LIMITING JOB PROSPECTS AFTER GRADUATION.

For most college students aspiring to a career in tech, an internship in the industry is an essential prerequisite for employment after graduation. However, just 10 percent of CUNY students say they have held a paid internship at any point during their time at CUNY and only 21 percent report participating in an internship of any kind. Fully 34 percent of CUNY students surveyed say they never received information about internship opportunities and 61 percent say they did not have time to participate.

For students pursuing degrees in computer science and related internships in highly competitive tech fields, the odds are even slimmer. Data from Lightcast shows that of the 13,647 total internship postings nationwide seeking computer science majors, only 709 were in the New York City metro area, of which just 398 were posted in the city itself. Moreover, an average of 175 candidates applied for each internship in New York City, compared to just 5 candidates per internship nationwide.

“An internship at a bigger tech company is typically a 3-month tryout where you’re working on a project for 12 weeks, and that’s pretty much what the actual full-time job is,” says a talent recruiter focused on university programs for a large tech company, who requested anonymity to speak openly about his experiences with CUNY. “Having an internship is absolutely
the best experience you could have in terms of getting a full-time job.”

**CUNY IS CHALLENGING FOR EMPLOYERS TO NAVIGATE.**

Nearly all of the tech sector recruiters and hiring managers interviewed for this report say that they have either struggled to work directly with CUNY or have been dissuaded from reaching out due to the complexity of the system and the lack of employer support.

Many simply don’t know how to approach a system with 25 separate career services offices and no one single point of contact for employers. These challenges are exacerbated by a lack of dedicated employer relations specialists focused on working with companies. Our research finds that most CUNY colleges rely on the director of the campus career services center to facilitate all employer engagement, leaving very little bandwidth to proactively reach out to prospective partners.

For enterprising employers willing to explore campus-by-campus opportunities, options are generally limited to posting jobs to online bulletin boards and participating in annual or biannual career fairs. Additional employer services are few and vary widely across campuses; for instance, while LaGuardia Community College offers employers options to table on campus, conduct on-campus interviews, and organize field trips for students to visit workplaces, Medgar Evers lists no information for prospective employers on the college’s official career services website. By comparison, NYU offers dozens of employer engagement services ranging from social media takeovers, industry meetups, and on-campus coffee chats to university-wide branding, sponsorship of career hubs and hackathons, and tailored support from a dedicated relationship manager.

“Getting help setting up recruitment events at CUNY is difficult,” says an experienced recruiter for a New York-based tech company who asked to remain anonymous in order to speak candidly. “It’s hard to even get in front of students.”

**CUNY IS STRUGGLING TO HIRE ENOUGH FACULTY TO KEEP PACE WITH DEMAND FOR COMPUTER SCIENCE AND TECH PROGRAMS—AND THE NEEDS OF A FAST-CHANGING INDUSTRY.**

Although interest in computer science and other tech programs is surging across CUNY, staffing shortages are preventing some programs from meeting this demand. Unable to afford more full-time faculty, department leaders are scrambling to hire adjuncts and converting courses that were formerly taught as seminars into large lectures, according to interviews with CUNY faculty, advisors, and administrators.

For example, 10 years ago, Queens College was home to 406 computer science majors and 20 faculty. Now, the college has more than 3,500 majors and just 15 tenure-track faculty, according to administrators with first-hand knowledge of the department. Likewise, Hunter College has gone from 85 computer science majors 12 years ago to more than 1,600 today, while only adding 13 new faculty, which has resulted in the conversion of every required computer science course into a large lecture with at least 150 students.

“The lack of faculty for computer science is a problem,” says one CUNY department chair, who requested anonymity as he is not authorized to speak publicly about these challenges. “A few colleges have added faculty, but it’s not enough. All the colleges have the same problem.”

CUNY colleges face challenges hiring and retaining faculty with up-to-date industry knowledge in part because industry salaries far exceed what CUNY is able to pay. Several CUNY students interviewed for this report say that the practical knowledge they were exposed to was too often out of date. “They’re not really keeping up with the latest trends, the latest languages, and really the latest technologies,” adds a recent graduate of Hunter College.
“We have about 200-plus students in the cybersecurity program,” says President Isekenegbe of Bronx Community College. “The problem is hiring the faculty. You can make $100,000-plus in industry, but we can only pay $65,000.”

FEW TECH EMPLOYERS HAVE EMBRACED RECRUITING AND HIRING FROM CUNY.

Although a small but growing number of employers in the city’s tech sector have embraced CUNY in recent years, too few tech firms have made it a priority to recruit and hire from CUNY. Many firms, especially those among the city’s fast-growing ranks of small and mid-sized start-ups, continue to hire through personal referrals from current staff and direct outreach to a small number of highly selective colleges, leading to predictably similar results.

Even as some companies place new emphasis on hiring goals around diversity and inclusion, hiring managers and CUNY advisors say that firms often end up competing for a small pool of diverse talent emerging from the same well-known colleges and universities, rather than tapping into CUNY.

The problem is evident at nearly any CUNY campus. Tech firms typically account for just 1 or 2 out of 100 or more companies that participate in on-campus career fairs. Tech internships marketed to CUNY students are in very short supply and students say they are far more likely to see job postings for tech roles in government, healthcare organizations, or financial services firms than in the tech sector. Even as firms across the tech sector race to keep pace with hiring needs, a recent survey of tech executives in New York found that just 24 percent say they are even considering CUNY to help meet their hiring needs.

“We have two career fairs a year with dozens of presenters from different industries,” says one CUNY career advisor who asked to speak anonymously. “But almost no tech companies attend.”

The Path Forward

New York City’s booming tech sector is producing more well-paying jobs than any other part of the city’s economy and is poised for significant future growth. But while employer demand for tech talent has continued to escalate, New Yorkers of color and those from low-income backgrounds remain seriously underrepresented in the tech workforce. Building a more equitable economy for the long-term will require changing this dynamic, and CUNY is uniquely positioned as an engine of change. But little progress will be possible without a new level of investment focused on boosting career success, in addition to significant policy changes within the CUNY system, city and state government, and among employers in the tech sector.

City leaders, employers, and CUNY should all take bold steps to broaden access to the thousands of good jobs expected to come online in the coming months and years.

To achieve this goal, Mayor Eric Adams and City Council should prioritize new investment in CUNY focused not only on boosting the number of technology graduates, but on greatly expanding initiatives that lead to postgraduate career success. Mayor Adams should set a goal of doubling the number of technology graduates from underrepresented backgrounds over the next five years and invest $10 million in scaling up successful programs that are otherwise in danger of coming to an end—including CUNY 2X Tech, CUNY Tech Prep, and the Tech in Residence Corps—while expanding these initiatives to other senior and community colleges.

City and state officials should also collaborate to create new programs aimed at tackling the most persistent barriers CUNY students face to career success, including a major new initiative to boost the number of paid internships available in the tech sector; new resources for strengthening and expanding career services and employer relations at every CUNY college; and new investment to hire full-time computer science and technology program faculty, especially those with industry experience.
and knowledge in high-demand fields like cybersecurity, artificial intelligence, and cloud computing.

Equipped with these additional resources, CUNY should commit to new efforts focused on boosting career success in technology fields and making the university a much more approachable partner to employers in the private sector. To that end, CUNY should prioritize the hiring of career services staff with tech industry expertise and employer relations specialists who can forge connections with recruiters and hiring managers. CUNY should also work to develop a single point of entry for employers interested in partnering with CUNY and expand the services offered to those employers beyond online job postings and occasional career fairs. CUNY leaders should partner with tech firms and the city’s tech industry association to launch a new fellowship program that would embed faculty in industry for short-term professional development sprints, and create a flagship Tech Careers Hub—modeled on a similar initiative in San Diego—which would boost the visibility of tech firms on campus.

These efforts will only prove successful if employers in the technology sector step up, too. Tech firms should commit to offering far more paid internships—including spring and fall sessions and microinternships—and work with CUNY on university specific internship and fellowship programs. Tech leaders should make CUNY a centerpiece of early-career recruiting efforts; develop partnerships with CUNY’s computer science and technology departments by joining advisory boards, working directly with campus career centers, and hosting both on-campus and offsite hackathons, workshops, networking events, and other activities where CUNY students can engage with industry professionals at each stage of their college careers. Lastly, tech employers should partner with city leaders and CUNY to launch a CUNY Tech Alumni Network, leveraging the small but growing number of CUNY graduates employed in the city’s tech sector to help market CUNY students to tech companies and build support systems within the industry.

There is no one simple solution for fully leveraging CUNY as a springboard into technology careers, but the potential is nearly limitless. This report makes the case that CUNY should be the centerpiece of the city’s effort to expand access to technology jobs, analyzes the challenges preventing more CUNY students and alumni from finding career success in technology fields, and outlines the ways city and state government, technology employers, and CUNY itself can build on and go beyond the most successful initiatives of recent years to develop a tech workforce that better reflects the diversity, talent, and determination of New Yorkers across all five boroughs.

- Read the full report by clicking here (PDF).
- View the recommendations from this report by clicking here.
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Recommendations: How to Unlock CUNY's Full Potential and Build a More Inclusive Tech Sector

FOR NEW YORK CITY AND STATE

**Invest $20 million to scale up CUNY initiatives focused on expanding access to technology careers.** New York City has supported several important programs in recent years that are succeeding in helping CUNY students pursue and succeed in technology careers, but these programs are only meeting a fraction of demand and lack funding commitments beyond 2022. Mayor Adams and the City Council should launch a new $20 million CUNY Tech Success initiative to sustain and scale these effective programs, including CUNY 2X Tech, CUNY Tech Prep, the Tech-in-Residence Corps, and the Tech Talent Pipeline Residency internship program. The most successful of these programs should be baselined in the city’s annual budget, with additional funding allocated to expand these initiatives to the colleges that lack them today, including City Tech and most of CUNY’s community colleges.

**Support a major expansion of career services and employer relations staff at every CUNY college.** There is a lot more that CUNY needs to do to strengthen career services and employer engagement across every college in the system, but CUNY cannot do this alone. City and state leaders should work together to boost funding for full-time CUNY staff and specifically support a major expansion of career services and employer relations professionals on campus. Currently, the average CUNY college makes do with a ratio of two to three career counselors for 10,000 students and few colleges employ any full-time staff focused on building and maintaining relationships with employers. CUNY should make strengthening these core functions a top priority and will need a new level of public investment to do so.

**Partner with tech industry leaders to launch 2,500 paid tech industry internships by 2025.** There are few changes that could have a more powerful effect on the career outcomes of CUNY technology graduates than a massive expansion of paid
internships. Today, only 10 percent of CUNY students report participating in a paid internship at any point in their college careers. While competition with students from other universities and a lack of on-campus career counseling contribute to the challenge, our research shows that the supply of paid tech sector internships available in New York City is simply insufficient. Mayor Adams should work directly with industry leaders to secure commitments to launch 2,500 new paid tech industry internships by 2025, including spring and fall semester internships and microinternships, and partner with CUNY to ensure that as many students as possible are able to access these opportunities.

**Commit to doubling the number of CUNY technology graduates from underrepresented backgrounds by 2027.** New York City has made major strides in enabling CUNY to boost the number of students earning technology degrees each year. But to cultivate a more representative tech talent pool, much more needs to be done to help increase the number of women and Black and/or Hispanic students earning technology degrees and credentials at CUNY. City leaders should build on the highly successful CUNY 2X Tech initiative, which helped double the number of technology graduates at CUNY over the span of five years, and launch a new effort committed to doubling the number of tech graduates from underrepresented backgrounds by 2027. This effort should scale up powerful existing programs like Break Through Tech; expand support for peer and industry mentorship for women, girls, and students of color interested in computer science and technology; and invest in long-term commitments to equip every teacher with the skills needed to integrate computing education into every school and classroom across New York City’s public education system.

**Allocate funding for CUNY to hire 250 new computer science and technology fulltime faculty over the next five years.** Even as demand for computer science classes has skyrocketed in recent years, faculty hiring has struggled to keep pace. A hiring moratorium, growing reliance on adjuncts, and a wave of retirements have made matters worse, resulting in a university-wide decrease in full-time faculty of 5.5 percent over the past three years. To reverse these concerning trends and improve both the quality of computer science classes and the capacity of these programs, city and state leaders should work together to baseline funding for 250 new computer science and technology faculty over the next five years—approximately two new faculty hires per college per year.

**Launch an advertising campaign that elevates the reputation of CUNY students, alumni, and tech programs.** Even CUNY students with strong resumes and internship experience struggle with imposter syndrome and say that too few hiring managers and recruiters see CUNY as a reliable source of top-tier talent. New York City can do more to correct this misperception by rolling out an advertising campaign that elevates the success of CUNY students, alumni, and programs in tech fields. More than just marketing CUNY to prospective students, this campaign should focus on making the case for CUNY talent to prospective employers across New York City.

**Boost the number of teachers equipped to integrate computing education across the K-12 system.** CUF’s previous research finds that closing gaps in the availability of early childhood computing education could have the greatest impact on expanding access to technology degrees and careers over the long term—especially for women and Black and/or Hispanic students who are underrepresented at each step of the journey toward technology careers. This will require continued expansion of successful initiatives like Computer Science for All (CS4ALL) and the city’s P-TECH high schools, but it also requires the city to significantly expand computing education in grades K-5. By building excitement about technology pathways from the earliest years of a child’s life, New York City can encourage far more underrepresented students to pursue computing as they grow older.

---

**FOR CUNY**

**Scale up career services and employer relations across every CUNY campus.** One of the major factors limiting access to jobs and internships for CUNY students is a striking lack of career counseling and employer relations staff at CUNY’s 25 colleges. A ratio of 2 to 3 career services counselors per 10,000 students is the norm across most of the CUNY system and
has changed little over the past decade. At the same time, few CUNY colleges have dedicated employer relations staff, limiting most to fielding incoming requests from employers rather than doing outreach and building relationships. To change this, CUNY should prioritize a major expansion and overhaul of career services and employer relations teams. Each college should hire additional career services staff, including employer relations specialists and full-time liaisons to the technology sector; create lookbooks of student resumes and GitHub profiles for employers; facilitate volunteer opportunities for tech workers and recruiters who want to meet with CUNY students; and connect with start-ups that may not be able to provide paid internships, but can offer mentorship, career exploration, and other opportunities. These efforts could create a consistent pipeline of CUNY students into technology jobs and internships, expand students’ networks and social capital, and build their confidence before graduation.

**Make it far easier for employers to partner with CUNY and expand options for employer engagement.** Nearly every employer interviewed for this report described the process of attempting to partner with CUNY as inefficient and cumbersome. More than just a link to an online job board employers are looking to build relationships with a single point of contact who can present them with a menu of options for partnering with and recruiting from CUNY. In addition to expanding the number of employer relations specialists on staff at each college, CUNY should launch a centralized point of entry for employers to engage with CUNY, staffed with relationship managers familiar with each of the city’s fastest-growing industries. CUNY should also develop additional services for employers and roll them out across every college, including social media takeovers, university-wide branding opportunities, industry meetups, on-campus coffee chats, sponsorship of career hubs and hackathons, and ongoing support from a dedicated relationship manager.

**Launch a tech industry fellowship to embed current faculty in the tech sector for ongoing professional development and networking.** As helpful as the Tech-in-Residence Corps has been for bringing industry professionals into the classroom, CUNY also needs to take new steps to ensure that current technology program faculty have opportunities to refresh their skills and build relationships with industry. Today, such options are severely limited, with some departments only able to offer $25 per year in conference support. To help address these issues, CUNY should launch a Tech Industry Fellowship for current faculty, embedding CUNY instructors in the tech sector for ongoing professional development and networking.

**Incorporate nonprofit programs into the on-campus experience to expand opportunities for work-based learning and help students grow social capital.** Work-based experience and networking are critical for gaining entry into technology careers. But CUNY students, who commute to class and often work while attending college, often struggle to build the professional and peer networks on their own that can lead to internships, fellowships, and job offers down the line. To overcome these barriers, CUNY should take new steps to partner with relevant nonprofit programs; bring them on-campus into careers services offices; ensure their programs and services are marketed widely to CUNY students; and make nonprofit training and coaching programs eligible for college credit wherever possible.

**Continually update curricula to align with the needs of tech employers.** While making permanent curriculum changes can be a drawn-out process, there are faster ways for CUNY to align learning objectives with the needs of technology sector employers. Even small shifts to existing courses for computer science and tech-related majors could have significant impacts, helping prepare students for the hiring process. For instance, technical interviewing should be woven into computer science programs, such as a mandatory one-credit seminar, building awareness of online resources like Leapcode. Partnerships with philanthropy and industry could also cover the cost of technical interview prep bootcamps for students.
Create new pathways for continuing education students into the technology sector. CUNY already has more than 100 technology-focused continuing education training programs for working and underemployed adults, representing vital onramps into well-paying jobs for New Yorkers without college degrees. But there’s more CUNY could do to integrate tech skills learning and work-based experience into continuing education programs. This should include partnering with industry leaders to expand the number of industry-recognized credentials offered through CUNY’s continuing education programs and ensuring that each one is eligible for college credit and can stack toward associate’s, bachelor’s, and even master’s degrees.

Develop a tech consultancy staffed by CUNY students to expand access to work-based experience. Many CUNY students who need the income from their retail or service jobs cannot afford to quit their jobs to do a semester-long or summer internship, even one that would improve their chances of being able to get a full-time technology job later on. CUNY should help ensure that more students are able to gain relevant work-based experience needed before they graduate by launching a tech consultancy—potentially focusing on relatively accessible and in-demand web/app and front-end development, cloud systems, and software quality assurance consulting—and targeting companies that typically outsource that work overseas.

FOR NYC’S TECH SECTOR

Launch a major campaign to expand the number of paid internships offered in New York City, and prioritize CUNY students for these opportunities. Perhaps the single most powerful step that New York’s tech sector can take to expand access to careers for CUNY students is to ramp up the supply of paid internships in New York City and market them directly to CUNY students. Tech firms should work with Mayor Adams and CUNY leaders to launch a sector-wide internship campaign designed to bring online 2,500 new internships by 2025 and ensure that as many of these internships as possible are going to CUNY students. Tech firms can expand the supply of internships by launching microinternships to supplement more intensive programs, offering internships in the spring, fall, and winter as well as over the summer, and partnering with other companies to create CUNY-specific fellowships, following the model of investment firm Centerbridge and its CUNY Investment Industry Fellowship.

Expand recruitment efforts at CUNY. CUNY colleges host career fairs multiple times per year and offer employers other ways of getting in front of students, ranging from on-campus interviews to office visits to informal networking events. But to date very few tech companies have participated in these activities. Companies in New York City’s tech sector should commit to adding CUNY to the mix of colleges where they focus recruiting efforts and greatly expand their presence at career fairs and other hiring events. Recruiters hiring interns or seeking candidates for full-time entry-level roles should start their search at CUNY and hiring managers should encourage their HR partners to present CUNY candidates for consideration whenever new positions become available.

Partner with CUNY to create a flagship tech careers hub. New York’s tech sector should work with the city’s tech industry association and individual tech sector leaders to launch a Tech Careers Hub at CUNY. Modeled on a successful initiative underway in San Diego, the Tech Careers Hub would be both a physical center embedded in at least one CUNY college campus, as well as a virtual portal where tech employers, CUNY students, administrators, and faculty can meet to build relationships, exchange opportunities, and facilitate connections between CUNY and industry. The Tech Careers Hub should help expand opportunities for students to interact with industry professionals at in-person talks, off-campus site visits, networking events, pitch competitions, and mock technical interviews, as well as recruiting events, where tech employers share their industry knowledge and insights.

Partner with CUNY to launch a CUNY tech alumni network. For CUNY students and graduates trying to break into the technology sector, the lack of an alumni network represents a major barrier. Most private colleges invest in alumni relations
efforts that help graduates and students build relationships, whether for mentorship, career advice, internship opportunities, or introductions to hiring managers at the companies where they work. But CUNY has very limited resources to stand up this network on its own. To help overcome this challenge, the city’s tech sector should collaborate with CUNY to launch a CUNY Tech Alumni Network comprised of current tech workers and industry leaders who are CUNY alums, and develop a continuous slate of programming designed to strengthen relationships among CUNY alumni in tech and introduce current students to CUNY alumni working across the industry.

- Read the full report by clicking here (PDF).
- View the recommendations from this report by clicking here.
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